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ABSTRACT: Through laboratory observations we evaluated the influence of natal origin, ontogeny, and environment (light, temperature) on the vertical and horizontal swimming behaviour of
larval American lobster Homarus americanus. We quantified several behavioural indices including vertical water position, average swim speed, and linearity, and measured how these factors
interacted to determine horizontal diffusivity. Larval swimming behaviour varied significantly for
all behavioural indices as a function of natal origin, ontogeny, temperature, and light. Across treatments, post-larvae exhibited fastest swim speeds (5.96 cm s−1), horizontal diffusivities (9.97 cm2
s−1), and highest position in the water column compared to earlier stages. We observed significantly lower (~60%) swimming speed and vertical position in intermediate developmental stages
compared to early and late stages. Within stage I larvae, swim speed averaged 2.1 cm s−1 with a
horizontal diffusivity of 3.31 cm2 s−1, and although swim speed did not vary with maternal origin
we observed a significant interaction between origin and temperature. Larvae from different geographic regions, reared in common garden conditions, differed in behavioural response to temperature; warm origin larvae swam significantly faster (~25%) in warm water, as did cold origin larvae in cold water (~43% faster), relative to each other. Our results detail potential novel sources
of variability in larval behaviour and provide one of few direct measures of swimming behaviour
of larval American lobster. Collectively, our results provide a biological-behavioural context to
parameterize biophysical models with broad applicability to meroplanktonic species, and a powerful tool to potentially improve accuracy of dispersal models and advance understanding of larval
transport.
KEY WORDS: Larvae · Behaviour · Swimming · Light · Temperature · Biogeography · Diffusion ·
American lobster

INTRODUCTION
The geographic scale of pelagic dispersal in marine
organisms reflects passive and active processes
(Sponaugle et al. 2002), where larval behaviour and
physiology interact with the physical flow environment to determine displacement. Most studies fall
short, however, in evaluating ‘active’ or behavioural
components of dispersal (Metaxas & Saunders 2009)
*Corresponding author: rstanley@mun.ca

relative to efforts to model physical flow fields,
despite evidence that horizontal swimming (Gerlach
et al. 2007) and vertical placement (Sulkin 1984, Bellwood & Fisher 2001, North et al. 2008) strongly influence dispersal outcomes (Fiksen et al. 2007, Butler et
al. 2011, Phelps et al. 2015). Better understanding of
physical and biological components of dispersal will
improve resolution and accuracy of coupled biophysical models and, in turn, better resolve scales of
© The authors 2016. Open Access under Creative Commons by
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connectivity (Hastings & Botsford 2006), and enable
more targeted conservation and marine management
applications (Incze et al. 2010).
For meroplanktonic marine macro-invertebrates
and fish (reviewed by Cowen & Sponaugle 2009), the
larval period provides a vector for colonizing new
habitats, connecting distant populations, and sustaining metapopulations through source−sink dynamics
(Cowen et al. 2007). Correspondingly, the planktonic
stage plays a critical role in defining the geographic
scale and abundance of meroplanktonic populations.
Distributions of marine meroplankton often vary with
depth (reviewed by Cohen & Forward 2009, Lloyd et
al. 2012) and, whereas flow differences can partially
explain distributions, a growing body of work suggests that behavioural response to various environmental stimuli influences broad-scale dispersal, often
through vertical position (Sulkin 1984, Botsford et al.
1994, Shanks et al. 2002). Such behaviour is especially important in negatively buoyant species that
would otherwise sink. Indeed, swimming abilities of
many meroplanktonic species meet or exceed typical
vertical flow speeds in nature (Sulkin et al. 1980, Forward 1988, Metaxas & Saunders 2009) and thus can
influence dispersal, especially in the presence of
heterogeneous vertical and horizontal flow structure
(Queiroga & Blanton 2005, Fiksen et al. 2007). Some
combination of exogenous conditions (e.g. temperature and/or light; Forward 1988) and endogenous
changes in larval behaviour (e.g. kinetic response to
stimuli; Sulkin 1984, Boudreau et al. 1991) may influence position in the water column.
Although numerous studies illustrate the influence
of environment and ontogeny on meroplankton
behaviour, few evaluate variability in larval behaviour among populations and in response to environmental conditions. Larval fish studies link variability
in swimming to latitudinal gradients among species
(Leis et al. 2013), but intra-specific variation in response to different environments remains unresolved
(but see Guan et al. 2008). Observations of larval
shore crabs highlight intra-specific variation in swimming behaviour among different coastal (Pachygrapsus crassipes Miller & Morgan 2013) and tidal
environments (Carcinus maenas Moksnes et al.
2014), highlighting potential influence of intra-specific variation in behaviour on larval transport trajectories. For species with pelagic durations that span
weeks to months, population differences in behaviour and dispersal can lead to genetic differences
(Bertness & Gaines 1993, Stobutzki 1998) and potentially to local adaptation (Yamahira & Conover 2002,
Moksnes et al. 2014). For example, variation in larval

green crab (C. maenas) dispersal has been linked to
heritability of migration rhythm within the context of
variable tidal flow (Zeng & Naylor 1996a,b). Given
the potential influence of larval behaviour on dispersal, evaluating regional variation and potential local
adaptation across populations illustrates the limitations of applying singular, simplified behavioural
metrics across an entire species range.
Current understanding of the importance of environmental stimuli and sources of behavioural variability in meroplankton remains limited (Metaxas
2001), and many studies treat larvae as passive
drifters (Siegel et al. 2008, Metaxas & Saunders
2009). To date, most larval behavioural work has
focused on settlement, despite the relatively short
timescale of settlement behaviour relative to the
pelagic period. The inability to track individual larvae, or cohorts of individuals, directly for extended
periods of time in situ limits evaluation of behavioural responses to stimuli, particularly for species
with relatively low abundances and poorly-known
vertical distributions. Some studies have inferred relative meroplankton behaviour in situ by documenting changes in distribution relative to physical features in the water column (Lloyd et al. 2012).
Laboratory studies offer an effective tool to evaluate
and directly measure behaviour in response to
defined biological or physical variables, providing an
empirical estimate of behavioural scope. Laboratory
studies can generate behavioural observations that
inspire hypotheses that can be evaluated empirically
in the field or simulated numerically using biophysical models (Sulkin 1986, Metaxas 2001).
Multiple studies demonstrate larval behavioural
responses to temperature (Fuiman & Batty 1997,
Stanley et al. 2012, Leis et al. 2013) and light cues
(Thorson 1964, Jékely et al. 2008, Cohen & Forward
2009), as well as variation in behaviour through larval development (e.g. Sulkin et al. 1980, Utne-Palm &
Stiansen 2002). Moreover, ontogenetic changes in
swimming mode, size, morphology, and sensory sensitivity influence behaviour through altered interactions with the fluid environment and response to
stimuli. Ontogenetic vertical migrations have been
described for multiple meroplanktonic species (e.g.
Ennis 1975b, Gallager et al. 1996, Harding et al.
2005, Butler et al. 2011). For example, changes in
behavioural scope corresponded with changes in
swimming mode and size among different larval
stages of American lobster Homarus americanus,
where substantial increases in locomotive capability
occur following key morphological developments
(Ennis 1986, 1995). Similarly, response to stimuli can
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vary at relatively short temporal scales, where
changes in phototactic response and overall activity
level have been observed within developmental
stages of larval American lobster (Ennis 1975a).
We chose American lobster as a model species to
study biogeographic variation in dispersal potential
because of its broad range, with populations spanning
the east coast of North America from North Carolina,
USA to Labrador, Canada (Cooper & Uzmann 1980).
Through this range, dispersing larvae may experience
a wide range of environmental conditions, both in
physical forcing (circulation) and temperature (sea
surface temperature ~ −2 to 28°C; Aiken & Waddy
1986). Development of larvae, and thus pelagic larval
duration, is temperature dependant (Mackenzie 1988,
Quinn et al. 2013), lasting several weeks to 2 months
across the species range depending on local conditions. Because planktonic stages are extremely capable swimmers (Hadley 1908, Templeman 1936, Ennis
1986), with swim speeds estimated at ~20 cm s−1 during the post-larval stage (Cobb et al. 1989), they span
other invertebrates and fishes in terms of potential
active contributions to dispersal. This behavioural capacity, coupled with an expected interaction between
temperature and behaviour (i.e. Fuiman & Batty
1997), suggests that the range of thermal habitats
across the species range may impart a selective gradient, potentially leading to biogeographic differences
in swimming behaviour and response to environment.
Although early work provided a basis for expected
behavioural responses to light and flow (e.g. phototaxis and rheotaxis; Herrick 1895, Hadley 1908, Ennis
1986, Harding et al. 1987), few direct measurements
of larval swimming ability exist, aside from in situ
observations of post-larvae by Cobb et al. (1989). Indeed, the majority of larval H. americanus studies
have focussed specifically on the post-larval phase
(e.g. Boudreau et al. 1992, Annis 2005, Lillis & Snelgrove 2010), with little information available on the
behaviour of early pelagic larval stages and even less
about sources of variability. As noted in recent modelling studies evaluating larval connectivity (Xue et al.
2008, Chasse & Miller 2010, Incze et al. 2010), the limited availability of behavioural information for H.
americanus larvae may limit the accuracy of biophysical models predicting dispersal (Pezzack 1992,
Metaxas & Saunders 2009).
We investigated patterns and variability in larval
American lobster swimming behaviour in response to
environment and natal origin. To examine the influence of natal origin, we compared stage I larvae
sourced from distant natal origins, separated by
~900 km of shoreline on 2 separate coasts. Consistent

differences (~5 to 6°C) in sea surface temperature between these sources offer an opportunity to evaluate
biogeographic variation and potential interactions
with environment. Given their relatively low numbers in nature and the difficulty of direct observation
in situ, we designed a series of laboratory experiments to observe and quantify variation in vertical
and horizontal larval swimming behaviour under
controlled conditions. Specifically, we compared
vertical position, swim speed, and swimming path
among experimental temperatures. We then extended those observations with experiments that
added variation in light to different ages and stages
of lobster larvae in order to document ontogenetic
change in behaviour expected through development.
The methodologies we present offer a mechanism to
observe and quantify behaviour for a wide range of
marine meroplankton, which then can be used to
evaluate natal and environmental influence in natural populations and improve representation of realistic behavioural contributions in biophysical models.

MAETRIALS AND METHODS
Larval culture
During June 2012, local fishermen collected 26
ovigerous female lobsters (71 to 136 mm carapace
length) from Port au Choix (n = 17) and Red Harbour
(n = 9), Newfoundland and Labrador, respectively, in
Canada (Fig. 1) using standard commercial traps
under Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) experimental licence NL-1339-12. Females
were transported to the Ocean Sciences Centre of
Memorial University of Newfoundland and maintained in individual flow-through containers under
ambient surface seawater intake conditions (7 to
15°C). For the duration of spawning, we fed them a
ration of squid twice weekly. All females captured
were visually inspected for late-stage egg clutches
and all but one produced viable larvae. Females
were harvested as late in the fishing season as possible to minimize any developmental artifacts associated with the common rearing conditions. All larvae
hatched within 6 wk of transfer to the Ocean
Sciences Centre.
American lobster typically begin to release larvae
shortly after dark (Ennis 1975b). To optimize collection of larvae immediately after eclosion, we employed a reverse 12 h light cycle by turning on full
spectrum UV bulbs (~12 000 lumens) from 7:00 to
19:00 h in covered tanks. Tanks were checked twice
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Behavioural trials
Natal origin and vertical swimming behaviour

Fig. 1. Locations of ovigerous female American lobster collections. Port au Choix represents the cold-origin and Red
Harbour the warm-origin maternal sources

daily and, upon hatching, we removed larvae using a
fine-meshed net. Larvae from each mother were then
transferred to separate 4 l holding containers maintained in a shared water bath of filtered ambient sea
water (12 to 16°C). On the second day post-hatch, larvae were transferred to the Joe Brown Aquaculture
Research Building (JBARB) and held in shared 50 l
plankton kreisel tanks filled with filtered flowthrough seawater maintained at 15°C (± 0.5°C).
Logistical constraints permitted the use of only one
rearing temperature and we selected 15°C as the
approximate mid-point between the surface temperatures that characterize the pelagic environments of
each natal location. This estimate was derived from
sea surface temperature (SST) measurements taken
during the summer of 2013 in LFAs corresponding to
sample locations (LFAs 14a and 10 for Port au Choix
and Red Harbour respectively; we present further
details in next section). Larval cultures were held
under a 12 h light cycle using artificial light at concentrations of less than 50 larvae l−1. The tanks were
aerated strongly to reduce cannibalism, and we fed
larvae daily ad libitum live enriched Artemia salina
cultured at the JBARB.

To evaluate whether behaviour varies spatially and
in response to the environment, we chose 2 geographically separate natal sources of lobster (i.e. natal origin)
characterised by different pelagic thermal environmental conditions. A relatively cooler pelagic thermal
environment characterizes Port aux Choix, one of the
highest-latitude fishing ports within the range of H
americanus. Some of the warmest summer surface
water temperatures in Newfoundland occur near Red
Harbour, located within Placentia Bay (Craig & Colbourne 2004). We obtained temperature data from the
DFO SST database (www.bio-iob.gc.ca/science/datadonnees/base/data-donnees/sst-en.php) averaged
monthly over the summer larval period (June to September 2013) using the Pathfinder 5 satellite telemetry
data at 4 km resolution, spatially aggregated to lobster
fishing areas (LFAs). Estimated SSTs for Port au Choix
(LFA 14a) were significantly colder than at Red Harbour (LFA 10) (ANOVA: df = 1, dferror = 7, MS =
139 622, F = 22 975, p < 0.0001). Overall sea surface
temperatures ranged from 8.6−14.8°C and 12.5−18.4°C
for Port au Choix and Red Harbour, respectively. For
natal experiments, we chose not to integrate lightspecific responses because we did not expect significant variation in lighting condition between larval
source locations separated by only ~3° latitude.
In order to examine population-level differences
in behaviour, we held larvae from different natal
sources in separate containers prior to experiments.
The reduced swimming behaviour exhibited by
intermediate stages (see below) and the challenge of
rearing many cultures simultaneously combined with
larval mortality led us to pool later stage larvae
(II−III) of a common age from different natal sources
and maternal origins once we had completed experiments with the first zoeal stage. We believe stage I
larvae best capture variation associated with natal
origin. These pooled individuals were then fed cultures with frozen adult A. salina (~10 g per culture).
Our first series of experiments focused on newly
hatched stage I larvae only. Stage I larvae display a
well-documented phototactic response for 24 h posteclosion (Hadley 1905, Ennis 1975a), which we
exploited to demonstrate the influence of natal origin
and temperature on swimming ability. In order to
observe vertical distributions we used three 24 l clear
polyurethane vertical chambers (Fig. 2a) filled with
filtered sea water maintained at temperature treatments of 10, 15 or 20°C (±1.25°C). Newly hatched
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Using digital calipers (± 0.1 mm),
we measured maternal carapace
length as the posterior edge of the eye
socket to the posterior margin of the
carapace parallel to the longitudinal
axis. For each maternal source, we
selected and imaged 100 larvae at
random under a dissection microscope. Larval carapace length was
measured in ImageJ following the
same morphological boundaries used
in adults, calibrated to the nearest
mm (± 0.01 mm).

Natal origin and horizontal
swimming behaviour
A second series of experiments
evaluated variation in swimming behaviour within stage I (intra-ontogenetic) and among stages I−IV (interontogenetic) as a function of natal
origin (stage 1), light intensity, and
temperature along the horizontal
plane of displacement. In these experiments, we recorded swimming
within a 75 l horizontal arena (Fig. 2b) lined with a
matte white vinyl film to maximize contrast for observation. Videos were taken using a digital camera
(Axis 221 Day and Night Network Cameras, model no.
0221-01-04, Axis Communications) affixed 200 cm
above the experimental arena with a resolution of
~10 pixels mm−1 and a frame rate of 30 frames per
second (fps). Four broad spectrum daylight incandescent lamps (Exo-Terra® 25 w) were positioned at the
corners of the arena, 75 cm above water level to control lighting (Fig. 2b). Larval swimming was observed
under light intensities of ~1200, 600, and 30 (± 20) lux
measured using a VWR Traceable® Light Meter
(hereafter full, intermediate, and low light, respectively). To vary light intensities we used a paper light
array which altered the relative intensity of surface
light (lux). We designed light treatments to evaluate
the relative response of each larval ontogenetic stage
to varying levels of light stimuli rather than as an
absolute predictor of larval behaviour in nature.
Given that each larval stage is expected to occupy a
range of depths during development, varying with
age within a stage and among stages (Ennis 1975a),
we designed the lighting treatments to simulate the
range of lighting conditions all developmental stages
might experience, and thus react to. Importantly we

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of vertical distribution and taxis
observational chamber. Dark horizontal lines represent the start and end point of the 50 cm swimming
window in which vertical swim speed was measured. (b) Schematic of the horizontal swimming
arena. Dashed line represents example movement
path recorded by camera, including larval track and
orientation of movement

larvae were collected from each mother (n = 26) and
immediately acclimated to the experimental conditions for 2 h before beginning the experiment. Preliminary observations noted no appreciable change
in behaviour for acclimation periods longer than 2 h.
Once acclimated, groups of 10 randomly selected
larvae from a given maternal origin were placed in
the chamber. We demarcated a 50 cm observational
window (30−80 cm; Fig. 2a) in the middle of the
chamber to measure vertical swimming velocity (cm
s−1). After introduction, we attracted larvae below the
measurement window using a bottom light source,
and once all larvae had moved to the bottom 20 cm of
the chamber we switched on top lighting. Larvae
were individually timed using a tablet-based multitimer to determine how long it took to traverse the
50 cm segment. We repeated this procedure 5 times
for a total of 50 unique measurements from larvae
from each mother. While filming individual larvae
would have been ideal, the time required to do so
would have greatly reduced our sample size and
number of possible treatments and/or maternal origins. For the analysis, we included only those observations in which larvae demonstrated a clear phototactic response, defined as swimming actively
towards the light over a 3 min period.
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did not test for biogeographic interactions in larval
behaviour with light because in situ conditions experienced by larvae are difficult to replicate in the lab
(e.g. cloud cover, time of day, etc.).
We utilized 3 temperature treatments of 10, 15 and
20°C (±1.25°C) for each lighting condition, controlling temperature using a heater/chiller unit connected to a titanium heat exchanger below the observational arena. The phototactic directional behaviour
of newly hatched stage I larvae was used to compare
the influence of natal origin (biogeographic variance)
and temperature on larval swim speed. We conducted experiments with stage I larvae at 24, 48 and
72 h post-hatch to document diminishing phototactic
response with age and ontogeny (sensu Ennis
1975a). Past observations of stages II and III showed
significant behavioural changes for ~24 h post-molt,
where larvae briefly display strong phototaxis
(Hadley 1905, Ennis 1975a), which diminishes for the
duration of the development stage. To ensure that
our observations were representative of behaviour
for the majority of the zoeal stage, we utilized stage II
and III larvae 48 to 72 h post-molt. Finally, we utilized
stage IV post-larvae within 48 h of molting from
stage III.
We transferred larvae from holding tanks to a
water bath at the same temperature as the treatment
in darkness for 1 h prior to observation. The order of
temperature and light treatment sequences was randomized for each larval stage and natal origin. We
used natal origin as an experimental factor only for
newly hatched stage I lobster, given that subsequent
stages were pooled among origins during rearing.
Note that for natal origin trials we did not vary lighting conditions. For each observation, 10 larvae were
placed in the observational arena and filmed for
5 min. In total, we recorded 220 stage I larvae 24 h
post-hatch (n = 120 and 100 for Port au Choix and
Red Harbour, respectively), 100 stage I larvae 48 and
72 h post-hatch, and 50 stage II−IV larvae.
Videos were uploaded to ImageJ® for analysis. We
cleaned image sequences using background subtraction and binary thresholding, which resulted in
images of dark larvae swimming against a white
background. Additional image smoothing and despeckling algorithms in ImageJ removed video grain
associated with low light conditions. Cartesian coordinates of larvae for each frame (recorded at 30 fps)
were then extracted using the Computer Assisted
Sperm Analysis ImageJ plug-in (CASA; WilsonLeedy & Ingermann 2007). We then aggregated and
analysed larval track coordinates in R 3.1.1 (R Development Core Team 2015).

Vertical distribution
The third series of experiments examined the 4
pelagic larval stages, hereafter stages I−IV, to evaluate the influence of lighting condition and ontogeny
on vertical distribution. We evaluated vertical distributions using the same observational chambers and
collection protocols outlined above. Experiments
were undertaken during a fixed daytime period
(~10:00−14:00 h) to eliminate any potential artifacts
associated with endogenous rhythm. We then selected actively swimming, healthy, individuals at
random from the cultures each morning between
08:00 and 10:00 h and acclimated them for 1 h to
experimental conditions before beginning a trial
using the same light intensities and temperatures
described for experiments on horizontal swim speeds.
Larval distributions were observed under full, intermediate, and low light treatments according to
methods described above. Light irradiance peaked
between 300 and 600 nm, which spans the spectral
sensitivity reported for American lobster (Goldsmith
1978) and follows prior experimental procedures
testing light sensitivity and lobster larvae (Eagles
et al. 1986, Rodriguez et al. 2000). For a given trial
(ntrial = 10), we placed a group of 20 larvae of a given
age or development stage in each observational
chamber (nchamber = 3). After transfer to the observational chamber, we exposed groups of larvae to the 3
lighting conditions, interspersed with periods of darkness, assigned in random order for 30 min. Larval
positions were recorded in 10 cm vertical segments
within the 120 cm chamber. Between each light
treatment we allowed larvae to position themselves
for a period of 30 min in darkness without light cues.

Statistics
We employed mixed-effect models to evaluate the
influence of experimental treatment on the measured
behavioural indices from video data and vertical
swimming trials, using the lme4 R package v.1.17
(Bates et al. 2015). We treated natal origin, ontogeny,
and light as fixed categorical effects, temperature as a
continuous fixed effect, and video sequence (5 per
treatment), mother (n = 27 for vertical swim speeds),
or larval group (10 per treatment in vertical position
trials) as random effects, to account for non-independence in average behaviours between multiple larvae
in the same observational sequence, and to prevent
overconfidence in our estimates of the fixed effects
(Crawley 2007). We did not report observational se-
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quence random effect estimates, as the amount of
residual between-video variance in behaviour was
not relevant to our scientific questions (Bolker et al.
2009). Vertical distributions were analysed using the
same mixed model approach, accounting for non-independence among larvae by assigning observational
sequence as a random effect. We then calculated marginal means and confidence intervals for the fixed effects based on parametric bootstrapping of the mixed
effects models (Bates et al. 2015). All indices except
linearity were log10 transformed to meet assumptions
of normality and homogeneity of variance; linearity
was logit transformed, because it ranges between 0
and 1. For coordinate-based indices, we analysed only
paths whose length exceeded 1800 frames, or 1 min,
for stages I and IV. Stage II and III paths were considerably shorter and we therefore included paths exceeding 900 frames, or 30 s. Variable path lengths, and rules
defining inclusion of paths, produced an unbalanced
design that necessitated the use of mixed-effect
models and type III sums of squares (using the lme4
package). Post-hoc comparisons were evaluated using
‘glht’ tests in the multcomp package 1.2.12 in R
(Hothorn et al. 2008, R Development Core Team 2015).
Several behavioural indices were extracted from
video-derived coordinate data. Average swimming
velocity (V ) was calculated as:
V =

( x i − x i + n )2 + (y i − y i + n )2 ⋅ fps
n

(1)

where x and y are Cartesian coordinates, i is a
counter of sequential coordinate pairs, n is the number of frames over which velocity is averaged, and
fps is the frame-rate (30 fps for our analysis). Swimming velocity was calibrated to cm s−1 utilizing a cm
per pixel coefficient (~0.01 cm pixel−1).
Linearity (LIN) is an index of the tortuosity of a
larval swimming path in a fixed window of time
(Codling et al. 2008, Civelek et al. 2013), calculated
as the cumulative distance travelled from each frame
to its location after n steps (the displacement distance) divided by the sum of the per-frame distances
traveled in n steps (the path distance), averaged over
all of the frames (m) in the observed path:
⎛m
( x i − x i + n )2 + (y i − y i + n )2
⎜
LIN = ∑ n −1
⎜ i =1 ∑
( x i + j − x i + j +1 )2 + (y i + j − y i + j +1 )2
⎝
j =0

⎞
⎟ m −1
⎟
⎠
(2)
For this study we set n = 450 frames, representing
15 s of footage.
Finally, we estimated each larva’s long-term diffusion coefficient based on its horizontal movement,

given its observed behaviour in the trial (hereafter
referred to as its diffusivity). The diffusion coefficient
is the long-term constant rate at which the squared
displacement of an individual from its starting point
increases, assuming individuals follow a random
walk without a preferred direction and with finite
variance of step lengths (Turchin 1998). It takes into
account the combined effects of movement speed
and the tortuosity of the movement path to determine
how individuals will spread out horizontally in the
water, assuming constant movement over time. We
estimated diffusivity by assuming individuals followed a correlated random walk (Kareiva & Shigesada 1983), then calculated what the long-term
diffusion coefficient would be if they followed that
random walk. For each larval path, we first subsampled the paths down to 1 fps to reduce correlations
between turn angles in each step, then calculated the
mean sine (s), cosine (c) of the relative turn angles of
the path, and the mean (l) and variance (σ2) of step
lengths. The diffusivity (in cm2 s–1) was then calculated as (Kareiva & Shigesada 1983):
c − c 2 − s2
⎛
⎞
Diffusivity = σ 2 + l 2 + 2l 2 ⎜
⎝ 1 − 2 × c + c 2 + s 2 ⎟⎠

(3)

We extracted several behavioural indices from the
vertical column experiments. For the vertical distribution trials, weighted mean depth, calculated as an
arithmetic mean, or centre of mass (COM), using
counts per 10 cm depth interval (n = 12), was treated
as a continuous response variable for a group (n = 10)
of larvae in a given light treatment and tank. Vertical
swim speed was measured as the time (t) for a larva
of a given maternal origin to swim the length of the
swimming window (d) towards surface light (cm s−1).
Relationships between maternal size and larval
swim speed were developed using vertical swimming experiments and stage I larvae. We utilized an
ANCOVA comparing the relationship between
maternal size (carapace length) and vertical swimming speed among natal locations.
Behaviour indices are reported as means ± 1 SD in
text.

RESULTS
Biogeographical variation
Linear mixed effects models and Tukey’s post-hoc
comparisons revealed consistent temperature × natal
origin interaction effects on swim speed of newly
emerged stage I larvae (Table 1). Vertical swim
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Table 1. Results of linear mixed-effect models detailing biogeographic variation in the behaviour of stage I lobster larvae as a function of temperature (T), natal origin (O) and
the interaction between treatments (O × T). Mixed-effects
models control for variance associated with observational
sequence (random) nested within treatment. Type III sums
of squares are reported and used in significance testing.
Bold denotes significant results (α = 0.05)
Behavioural
index

Variable

df

SS

F

p

Vertical
swimming
(cm s−1)

O
T
O×T

1
1
2

0.23
0.10
0.41

3.56
0.02
7.21

0.063
0.888
0.009

Horizontal
swimming
(cm s−1)

O
T
O×T

1
1
2

0.35
0.57
0.63

3.15
0.09
22.22 < 0.0001
13.50
0.001

Linearity (%)

O
T
OxT

1
1
2

0.10
0.41
0.03

6.88
17.1
1.20

Diffusivity
(cm2 s−1)

O
T
O×T

1
1
2

0.098 2.0810
1.48 11.2502
2.28 9.3942

0.015
0.0003
0.283
0.15
0.005
0.002

speeds recorded for warm-origin larvae (Red Harbour) were significantly faster than cold-origin larvae
(Port au Choix) at 15 and 20°C (0.44 and 0.75 cm s−1 or
35 and 36%, faster, respectively at p < 0.001, Fig. 3).
Cold-origin lobsters swam 0.1 cm s−1 (~7%) faster in
the coldest (10°C) treatment but did not differ significantly from warm-origin lobsters (p = 0.764, Fig. 3).
Swimming in the horizontal plane mirrored patterns
in the vertical swimming trials. Temperature, natal
origin, and their interaction influenced stage I swim
speed significantly. At the coldest temperatures, coldorigin larvae swam significantly faster (~1.5 cm s−1 or
43%) than warm-origin larvae (p < 0.001). At the
warmest temperature (20°C), warm-origin larvae
swam significantly faster (~0.5 cm s−1 or 24%) than
cold-origin larvae (p < 0.05). Swim speeds at the intermediate temperature treatment (15°C) did not differ significantly (Table 1; Fig. 3).
The observed linearity of swimming varied with
temperature and natal origin under ‘full’ lighting conditions. Collectively, larvae exhibited more directed
(~10%), straight, movement at 10°C than at warmer

Fig. 3. Biogeographic variation in the behaviour of
stage I lobster larvae as a
function of temperature and
natal origin. Bootstrapped
parametric means calculated from 1000 resamples
(± 95% CI) are drawn from
linear mixed-effects models
where video or observation
sequence (vertical swim
speed) is treated as a random factor. Smaller points
denote video sequence
means (± SD). Data on yaxes are log10 scaled, resulting in asymmetry in
some error bars. Port au
Choix represents the coldorigin and Red Harbour
the warm-origin maternal
sources. We used 3 temperature treatments and offset
the points to better differentiate the 2 natal origins
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temperature treatments (p < 0.001, Table 1). Across
treatments, warm-origin larval swimming was 10%
straighter than cold-origin larvae, largely driven by
significantly straighter swimming at 15 and 20°C (5
and 24% respectively, Table 1; Fig. 3).
As with swim speed, linear mixed-effects models
revealed a significant interaction between natal origin and temperature on diffusivity (cm2 s−1) of swimming larvae. Diffusivity at the lowest temperature
treatment was 31% higher for cold-origin larvae
compared to warm-origin larvae, and higher overall
when pooling larvae from both natal origins. We observed no significant difference at 15°C, but warmorigin larvae displayed significantly higher diffusivity (57%) at 20°C compared to cold-origin larvae
(Table 1; Fig. 3).

tionship for warm-origin (0.02 cm s−1 per mm carapace length, p = 0.049) and a non-significant relationship for cold-origin (0.01 cm s−1 per mm carapace
length, p = 0.27) larvae (Fig. 4). Average vertical
swim speed of larvae was unrelated to the average
carapace length of larvae from a given maternal
source (F = 1.03, p = 0.324, r2 = 0.122). Given this finding we did not pursue this relationship any further.

Intra-ontogenetic variation
We measured within-stage variation in swimming
behaviour in both vertical and horizontal planes,
using different ages of stage I larvae at 24, 48, and
72 h post-hatch. Age and the interaction between
age and lighting condition significantly influenced
stage I distribution in the water column (Table 2).

Maternal variation
Swim speed did not vary with maternal size pooled
across natal origins (F = 0.291, p = 0.591, r2 = 0.21),
but did vary with the interaction between maternal
carapace length and origin (MS = 0.876, F = 4.02, p =
0.049), which produced a significant positive rela-

Fig. 4. Maternal variation in newly emerged lobster larval
stage I swim speed (mean ± SE). Grey triangles represent
averages from Port au Choix (cold-origin) and black circles
averages from Red Harbour (warm-origin). The black line
represents the within-group regression slope and the
shaded grey region corresponds to the standard error of the
regression. Dashed lines correspond to linear relationships
partitioned to each region

Table 2. Results of linear mixed-effect models detailing intraontogenetic variation in lobster larval behaviour as a function
of light (L), temperature (T), age (A) and the interaction between treatments (e.g. A × L) within stage I (0−2 d post-hatch).
Mixed-effects models control for variance associated with larval group and video sequence as random factor nested within
treatment. Type III sums of squares are reported and used in
significance testing. Bold denotes significant results (α = 0.05)
Behavioural
index

Variable

df

SS

F

p

Centre of
mass depth
(cm)

A
L
A×L

2
2
4

0.51
0.06
0.28

17.73
2.79
5.28

< 0.0001
0.07
0.001

Swim speed
(cm s−1)

A
L
T
A×L
A×T
L×T
A×L×T

2
2
1
4
2
2
4

0.430 3.99
0.0218
3.84 40.62 < 0.0001
1.16 32.29 < 0.0001
0.45
2.44
0.053
0.041 0.567 0.569
0.990 11.44 < 0.0001
0.371 2.14
0.082

Linearity (%)

A
L
T
A×L
A×T
L×T
A×L×T

2
2
1
4
2
2
4

0.190 3.80
0.425 1.90
1.44 60.37
0.012 0.27
0.004 0.83
0.420 8.57
0.436 4.08

Diffusivity
(cm2 s−1)

A
L
T
A×L
A×T
L×T
A×L×T

2
2
1
4
2
2
4

5.92
4.20
14.34
0.26
0.06
5.34
0.94

7.88
12.04
68.64
0.71
0.11
18.51
3.25

0.026
0.156
< 0.0001
0.897
0.438
0.0004
0.0045
0.0007
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.585
0.897
< 0.0001
0.016
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Vertical COM differed among light treatments only
for larvae within 24 h post-hatch, or 0 d old individuals (p < 0.001), with larvae higher in the water column with more available light (28.6 ± 15.3 cm, 35.04
± 12.1 cm, and 45.7 ± 19.1 cm for full, intermediate,
and low light, respectively; Fig. 5). Overall, 0 d old
larvae were significantly higher in the water column
compared to 1 and 2 d old larvae (25.6 and 45 cm,
respectively) across lighting treatments (p < 0.001;
Fig. 5), with the magnitude of difference generally
declining with light level. One and 2 d old larvae
were more evenly distributed through the water column and did not vary significantly among light treatments. We observed a small difference in vertical
position among light treatments in only one instance;

COM estimated for 1 d old larvae at intermediate
light were ~15 cm higher than at full and low light;
however, this difference was not significant (p = 0.18
and 0.26, respectively, Fig. 5).
In the horizontal plane, larval age had a small but
significant effect (p = 0.0218) on swim speed, with
fastest swim speeds observed for larvae within 24 h
post-hatch, irrespective of treatment (Table 2;
Fig. 6). These larvae exhibited swim speeds of
2.21 ± 1.27 cm s−1, which was 12 and 14% faster
than 48 and 72 h post-hatch, respectively. Swim
speed generally decreased with temperature, but a
significant interaction between light and temperature yielded non-significant relationships with temperature at full light (Fig. 6). Linearity varied with

Fig. 5. Larval stage I lobster vertical distribution as a function of age post-hatch and lighting condition. Horizontal solid
lines represent the average of centre of mass for a given treatment and dashed lines represent 1 standard error among
tank replicates
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Fig. 6. Intra-ontogenetic variation in behaviour of stage I lobster larvae, as a function of temperature and lighting condition.
Bootstrapped parametric means (± 95% CI) are drawn from linear mixed-effects models where video observation sequence
is treated as a random factor. Smaller points denote video sequence means. Data on y-axes are log10 scaled, resulting in
asymmetry in some error bars. We used 3 temperature treatments and offset the points to better visualize lighting
treatments

age, although the pooled differences were small,
with 24 h post-hatch larvae swimming straighter
(average 2 and 5% greater than 48 and 73 h posthatch, respectively). A significant 3-way interaction
between age, light, and temperature yielded decreasing linearity with temperature only under low
light conditions and significantly lower linearity at
low light and 20°C across all ages (Table 2; Fig. 6).
As with swim speed, diffusivity was highest for larvae 24 h post-hatch, on average 3.81 ± 2.7 cm2 s−1,
which was 16 and 24% more diffuse than larvae
48 and 72 h post-hatch, respectively. Diffusivity decreased with temperature across all light treatments,
and was highest in low and intermediate light treatments in temperatures below 20°C, but no differences were significant (Table 2; Fig. 6).

Inter-ontogenetic variation
Vertical distributions, measured by COM, varied
significantly among larval stages, lighting treatments, and their interaction (Table 3; Fig. 7). Overall,
stage IV larvae had the shallowest COM (37 ± 11 cm)
followed by stage I (50 ± 22 cm) and stages II and III
larvae (115 ± 1.2 cm). Light treatment did not influence stage II and III distributions, which were absent
above 100 cm depth, compared to stages I and IV
where distributions differed significantly among
light treatments, explaining the significant interaction (Table 3; Fig. 7). Stage IV larvae demonstrated a
strong affinity for the upper water column with 76 ±
6.2%) of larvae residing in the upper third of the
water column under full and intermediate light con-
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Table 3. Results of linear mixed-effect models detailing
intra-ontogenetic variation in lobster larval behaviour as a
function of light (L), temperature (T), ontogenetic stage (S)
and the interaction between treatments (e.g. S × L). Mixedeffects models control for variance associated with larval
group and video sequence as random factor nested within
treatment. Type III sums of squares are reported and used in
significance testing. Bold denotes significant results (α = 0.05)
Behavioural
index

Variable

df

SS

Centre of
mass depth
(cm)

S
L
S×L

3
2
6

1.06
0.14
0.16

Swim speed
(cm s−1)

S
L
T
S×L
S×T
L×T
S×L×T

3
2
1
6
3
2
6

57.267
3.365
0.005
1.898
1.250
0.564
0.499

400.4
33.48
0.34
7.32
9.66
4.56
1.82

Linearity (%)

S
L
T
S×L
S×T
L×T
S×L×T

3
2
1
6
3
2
6

11.03
0.750
0.169
0.112
0.725
0.127
0.297

91.398 < 0.0001
9.741 0.0001
4.298 0.0403
0.391 0.884
7.536 0.0001
1.351 0.263
1.398 0.222

Diffusivity
(cm2 s−1)

S
L
T
S×L
S×T
L×T
S×L×T

3
2
1
6
3
2
6

274.42
4.85
0.12
7.18
14.22
2.83
7.82

189.24 < 0.0001
4.916 0.0089
0.029 0.865
2.03
0.067
11.63 < 0.0001
2.68
0.073
2.80
0.014

F

p

37.86 < 0.0001
7.10
0.0014
2.93
0.012
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.55893
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.012
0.10

ditions. Vertical distribution of stage IV larvae varied
among lighting conditions with a significantly shallower COM (31.2 ± 7.2 cm) for larvae under lighted
treatments compared to the low light treatment (48.5
± 11.3 cm) (Table 3; Fig. 7). For all lighting treatments, most stage IV larvae (> 50%) were found in
the upper one third of the water column. Stage I
larvae exhibited the most variable distribution in the
water column (Fig. 7) with standard deviations of
COM 2 to 3 times greater than those of later stages.
Stages I and IV both exhibited the shallowest COM
at intermediate light, which was significantly higher
than in low light (p < 0.001; Fig. 7).
Swim speed, characterized as average of a given
path, varied as a function of larval stage, lighting condition, and the 2-way interactions between stage and
both temperature and light (Table 3). Overall, ontogeny influenced swim speed most, with stage IV larvae swimming significantly faster (4.17 ± 1.24 cm s−1),

than preceding stages (1.92 ± 1.46, 0.92 ± 1.33), and
0.67 ± 1.12) cm s−1, 54, 78, and 84% faster, for stages I
to III, respectively) (Fig. 8). Significant interactions
between stage and temperature (Table 3) yielded decreased swim speed with increasing temperatures for
stage I larvae except at full light, as observed in intraontogenetic trials, and increased swim speed with
temperature for stage IV, except at low light. No significant relationships were observed between swim
speed and temperature for intermediate stages II and
III. Swim speed varied significantly with light for
stages I and II, with highest speeds in the low light
treatment. Swim speeds decreased in stage IV larvae
with light for temperatures < 20°C. Light conditions
did not influence stage III swim speed (p = 0.9; Fig. 8).
Swimming behaviour, as measured by linearity of
swimming path, varied as a function of ontogeny,
lighting, and temperature condition (Table 3; Fig. 8).
Overall, across treatments stages I and IV swam significantly straighter (38 ± 8 and 44 ± 5%, respectively) than intermediate stages II (16 ± 0.05%) and
III (17 ± 5%). Temperature significantly influenced
linearity of stage I larvae only, where linearity decreased by ~10% for every 5°C (8 ± 4%; Fig. 8), averaged across lighting treatments. No significant 3-way
interactions were found between temperature, light,
and larval stages.
Behavioural diffusivity varied as a function of ontogeny and experimental treatment. As with swim
speed, stages I and IV exhibited significantly higher
diffusivity (3.31 ± 6.0 and 9.98 ± 17.4 cm2 s−1, respectively), than intermediate stages II and III (0.74 ± 6.9
and 1.55 (± 11.4 cm2 s−1, respectively). Diffusivity
measures did not differ significantly between stages
II and III or among treatments (<15%). Although we
found no significant 2-way interactions between
larval stage and either temperature or light, we
nonetheless observed a significant 3-way interaction
(Table 3). Stage I diffusivity decreased significantly
with temperature and was significantly higher at low
light treatments for temperatures < 20°C. Stage IV
diffusivity increased with temperature at full and
intermediate light treatments, and overall was lowest
at intermediate light for temperatures < 20°C (Fig. 8).

DISCUSSION
Ours is the first study to describe and quantify
expressly biogeographic, onotogenetic, and environmental influences on the behaviour of all developmental stages of larval American lobster Homarus
americanus. We demonstrate considerable variability
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Fig. 7. Larval lobster vertical distribution as a function of ontogeny and lighting condition. Horizontal solid lines represent the
average of centre of mass for a given treatment and dashed lines represent 1 standard error

in larval behaviour in response to the environment,
both between natal origin and among larval stages.
Collectively, our results challenge the use of single
behavioural rules across a species range and among
ontogenies. Behaviour of the pelagic meroplanktonic
stages of benthic organisms plays a key role in defining the dispersal potential and connectivity of a species. The relatively strong larval behavioural capacity of crustacean species such as H. americanus, and
their responsiveness to environmental stimuli (Chia
et al. 1984), underscores the need to quantify their
potential behavioural contributions to dispersal.
Across their home range, American lobster larvae
experience diverse environmental conditions, particularly temperature, potentially leading to a wide

range of dispersal outcomes that may be augmented
by interactions between environment and behaviour.
Incorporation of behaviour into biophysical models
can strongly influence predicted dispersal and connectivity potential of species (Katz et al. 1994, Butler
et al. 2011), and biological inputs thus influence
model precision (Metaxas 2001). Realistic biological
input should consider whether the application of one
simple description of behaviour over an ontogenetic
or biogeographic range represents reality, and how
variability might influence dispersal. Our results
highlight significant sources of ontogenetic and
biogeographic variation in larval American lobster
behaviour, underscoring the potential complexity of
behavioural sub-models, often acknowledged as a
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Fig. 8. Inter-ontogenetic variation in larval lobster behaviour as a function of temperature and lighting condition. Bootstrapped
parametric means (± 95% CI) are drawn from linear mixed-effects models where video observation sequence is treated as a random factor. Smaller points denote video sequence means. Data on y-axes are log10 scaled, resulting in asymmetry in some
error bars. We used 3 temperature treatments and offset the points to better visualize lighting treatments

key limitation in biophysical modelling exercises for
American lobster (Pezzack 1992, Incze et al. 2010)
and other species (Metaxas & Saunders 2009). A resolution of the key scales of dispersal requires realistic
parameterization and evaluation of the influence of
meroplankton behaviour, whether considering how
vertical movement may limit large-scale dispersal
(Metaxas & Saunders 2009) or small-scale horizontal
movement may influence settlement decisions (e.g.
Snelgrove & Butman 1994).

Biogeographic variation
American lobster inhabit coastal waters ranging
from North Carolina to Labrador, exposing larvae to
a relatively diverse range of thermal habitats (Aiken
& Waddy 1986). The strongly seasonal waters of
coastal Newfoundland represent the northern limit of
the species and expose larval life history stages to
thermal habitats that span from relatively warm (13–

17°C) to some of the coldest summer surface temperatures (6–12°C) within the species range. We found
differences in behaviour, and in environmental correlates of behaviour, between recently hatched stage
I lobster from 2 locations that differ in summer temperature ranges. Swim speeds of larvae from the
northern limit of the lobster fishery, Port au Choix
(cold-origin) were markedly faster (~43%) in cold
temperature treatments and slower in warm water
treatments relative to larvae hatched from mothers
from the comparatively warmer Red Harbour. In
warm-water treatments the inverse was true, with
warm-origin larvae swimming faster (~23%) at warm
temperatures. Swim speeds from warm-origin larvae
were positively related to temperature, though this
relationship was weaker than the negative relationship observed for cold-origin larvae. Similarly, diffusivity and linearity of movement for cold-origin
larvae decreased with temperature, whereas warmorigin larvae demonstrated no clear temperature
relationship.
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Behavioural trait variability may reflect plasticity or
genetic differences resulting from consistent selection for a given trait expression. For example, plasticity in larval response to tidal circulation was suggested as a mechanism to help larvae reach
favourable nursery habitats in coastal and offshore
populations of shore crab Pachygrapsus crassipes,
where genetic differences are not expected (Miller &
Morgan 2013). Conversely, oceanographic conditions that strongly influence dispersal may restrict
gene flow and lead to local adaptation in populations
of acorn barnacles Semibalanus balanoides (Bertness
& Gaines 1993). Our analysis demonstrates plasticity in response to temperature as illustrated by variability of swimming behaviour among temperature
treatments, particularly for cold-water origin larvae.
Behavioural plasticity, however, does not necessarily
explain different, and in some cases inverted, responses to temperature between natal origins. Our
common garden approach suggests a potential underlying genetic component or maternal effect to behavioural differences between our populations, analogous to cogradient variation. Cogradient variation is
expected when diversifying selection favours different phenotypes in different environments (Marcil et
al. 2006). The 2 natal regions we compared differed
significantly in thermal regimes in the summer/early
fall months when pelagic larvae occur. The relative
differences in temperature we used reflect those expected within the respective natal origins, and led to
corresponding behavioural differences in response to
the environment, similar to observations on activity
costs of cold- versus warm-origin larval Atlantic cod
(Gadus morhua) (von Herbing & Boutilier 1996). If
adaptation to local temperatures results in improved
capacity for vertical migration under local conditions,
the result could be improved retention and/or survival and thus potentially cogradient variation.
Maternal effects, considered here to be nongenetic traits acquired from the mother, can influence the development and phenotype of progeny in
multiple ways (Bernardo 1996). We observed differences in the response to temperature among our
natal origins that may relate to acclimation during
development. Upregulation of metabolic enzymes
often occurs in cold-water organisms, leading to relatively higher metabolisms at warmer temperatures
than would be expected in individuals acclimated
to warmer temperature (McGaw & Whiteley 2012).
Given the extended brood times associated with
American lobster, differences in environmental conditions among regions likely influence embryonic
development time. Differences in physiology associ-
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ated with embryonic development and known physiological thermal response of this species likely cause
the stronger response to temperature observed for
stage I Port au Choix lobster larvae (e.g. Spees et al.
2002). Additionally, studies relating size of larvae to
maternal origin attribute differences to level of
maternal investment (e.g. varying triacylglycerol
reserves; Plante 2001), resulting in changes in size at
hatch (Ouellet & Plante 2004). Differences in diet
between our distant sampling locations could contribute to maternal effects, but we did not document
dietary histories.
Preliminary work on American lobster populations
in Newfoundland suggested limited genetic structure (Kenchington et al. 2009); however, that study
did not encompass our sample sites. More recent
expanded coverage suggests significantly greater
genetic structure (Benestan et al. 2015) in Atlantic
Canada than previously reported. Given the high
abundance of lobsters in some environments and
large dispersal potential (e.g. Incze et al. 2010), larval
behaviour presumably plays some role in spatial
genetic structure. In addition, variation in gene
expression among larval stages (Hines et al. 2014),
underscores the potential for interaction between
environment, ontogeny, and any observed spatial
genetic structure. An early life history contribution
may be particularly important in Newfoundland,
where limited adult movement places the majority of
genetic dispersal potential on the larval phase
(Kenchington et al. 2009). Further studies evaluating
the selection potential, either through varying recruitment or survival, are needed to fully evaluate
how variable response to temperature might influence genetic variation.
In many species, larger females are thought to
have greater reproductive resources and therefore
produce larger eggs that hatch into correspondingly
larger and presumably more behaviourally capable
larvae. American lobster generally fit this maternalto egg-size paradigm, though relationships vary
greatly (Ouellet & Plante 2004). Our observations
add an additional biogeographic-behavioural consideration to the larger female−larger egg size relationship. We found that swim speed scales positively with
maternal size for larvae from Red Harbour but not
from Port au Choix. Though variable (r2 < 0.25), our
results demonstrate a biogeographic trait difference,
as observed in larval swim speed in response to temperature. Understanding the influence of maternal
size is particularly important for fisheries with high
exploitation rates that impart a size-selective influence on the population, such as American lobster.
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Swimming behaviour
We observed significant intra-ontogenetic variation in swimming behaviour in response to environmental treatments. Previous observations of stage I
larvae reported significant differences in vertical
position and taxis during the first 24 h post-hatch
compared to successive days within the first zoeal
stage of American lobsters (Hadley 1908, Ennis
1975a). Our study confirms this observation, in that
stage I larvae swam faster (~0.28 cm s−1), more diffusively (~ 0.77 cm2 s−1), and responded more to light
stimuli in the first 24 h of stage I compared to older
larvae. No major morphological changes are expected within stage I (Lavalli & Factor 1995) and, not
surprisingly, swim speed during the first few days
post-hatch varied by less than 15%. We observed no
significant 3-way interaction between light, temperature, and age for swim speed. However, we did observe considerably more variable swimming behaviour (vertical position, linearity, and diffusivity)
among temperature and light treatments for 1 and
2 d old larvae, confirming general observations of a
diminishing light response with age, which was reported long ago (Hadley 1908). Collectively, our
observations of swim speed (1.8 to 2.2 cm s−1) are
comparable to observations of early-stage American
(Ennis 1986) and European (Schmalenbach & Buchholz 2010) lobster larvae, among other strong swimming larvae of invertebrate species (Foxon 1934).
Temperature can strongly influence swimming
ability of small organisms such as meroplankton
through mediation of physiological and environmental conditions. In particular, increased viscosity of
water at colder temperatures increases resistance to
movement, leading to a general expectation that
warmer temperatures are more conducive to faster
swim speeds (Chia et al. 1984, Fuiman & Batty 1997).
Indeed, this pattern has been reported in larval fish
(Guan et al. 2008, Stanley et al. 2012), post-larval
American lobster (Rooney & Cobb 1991), larval sea
stars (Civelek et al. 2013), larval sand dollars (Podolsky & Emlet 1993), and brine shrimp (Larsen et al.
2008), among others. Data for stage IV post-larvae in
ours and previous studies (Rooney & Cobb 1991) conform to this hypothesis, with faster swimming and
more diffusive movement associated with warmer
temperatures. However, the movement paths of
stage I larvae suggest the opposite, given that we
observed a negative relationship between temperature and swim speed/diffusivity. This observation appears counter-intuitive, given the increased viscosity
of water at lower temperatures, but might indicate

physiological stress in stage I larvae at warm temperatures. Timing of spawning has been linked to temperature (Aiken & Waddy 1986) and often begins
when temperatures exceed 12°C, indicative of early
summer (Harding et al. 1982). Our observation of
inverse temperature−swimming relationships between stages I and IV correspond to the relative temperatures expected for the 2 stages, given expected
increases in water temperatures, on average, in the
period between hatching and molt to stage IV (~1 to
3 wk, depending on temperature). Larvae in our
study were progeny from areas where larvae experience some of the coldest surface temperatures in the
species range (Aiken & Waddy 1986) and, correspondingly, the warmer treatments may have represented sub-optimal, potentially more stressful conditions leading to a negative swim speed−temperature
relationship.
Lighting condition significantly influenced stage I
and IV behaviour beyond mediating the effect of
temperature. For stage I larvae, we found fastest
swim speeds and generally more diffusive movement at the lowest light level. Increased swimming
activity in low light might be related to larvae
seeking out brighter lighting that may favour
improved feeding rates or potential indication of
reduced risk to visual predators. Differences in vertical position in response to light mirror previous in
situ observations of variable vertical position and
potential diurnal behaviour (e.g. Harding et al.
1987). Recent observations of larval Homarus gammarus suggest greater susceptibility of early larval
stages to nutrient limitation, relative to later stages
(Schoo et al. 2014). Ontogenetic shifts in tolerance
to food limitation might lead to increased vertical
movement in response to light and variable nutritional resources. Vertical swim trials demonstrated
that larvae occurred higher in the water column
under intermediate lighting conditions, similar to
relative increases in surface abundances observed
in the field (e.g. Harding et al. 1982, DiBacco &
Pringle 1992, Annis et al. 2007). Lobster larvae are
negatively buoyant (Schmalenbach & Buchholz
2010), necessitating active swimming to regulate or
maintain depth distribution. Increased swim speed
and diffusivity in stage I larvae at low light likely
represents a behavioural response to regulate
depth distribution. Similarly, Batty (1987) noted
faster swim speeds in early stage larval herring at
lower light, likely related to maintaining position in
the water column. Indeed, Batty (1987) found that
most behaviour for this larval stage occurred in the
vertical plane at low light, presumably because
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available light was below foraging optima and
larvae subsequently altered vertical position.
Light affected stage IV larval behaviour much
less than stage I. Neither swim speed, nor linearity,
nor diffusivity differed significantly among light
treatments at temperatures above 10°C for stage IV
larvae. Near-surface distributions of stage IV larvae
have been reported in the field (Harding et al.
1982, R. R. E. Stanley unpubl. data) and laboratory
(Boudreau et al. 1992) studies, under a variety of
lighting conditions. Despite stronger swimming
capacities in stage IV larvae relative to stage I,
their distributions were confined more to the upper
water column than stage I, potentially negating
the need to alter swimming behaviour in response
to light. Rooney & Cobb (1991) noted significant
increases in swimming activity during the day compared to dusk or night; however, our experiments
did not account for any endogenous rhythms. Comparisons of stage I and IV swimming behaviour
with previous observations might suggest endogenous rather than environmental control of stage IV
swimming behaviour in response to light stimuli, as
reported for shore crab Carcinus maenas (Zeng &
Naylor 1996a).
Swimming at intermediate stages was slower and
less diffusive than earlier and later stages, contrary to
previous observations (Ennis 1986, Schmalenbach &
Buchholz 2010). In particular, swim speeds for Stage
II and III, at 0.92 and 0.67 cm s−1, respectively, were
less than half the swim speeds recorded for the previous stage and showed little to no response to environmental cues, other than a small increase in speed
and diffusivity for stage II at low light. Although our
observations lacked any directed rheotactic cue, limited rheotaxis is expected during the zoeal stages
(Ennis 1986). Correspondingly, we observed significantly lower variance in vertical position in stage II
and III larvae, and individuals were never observed
more than 20 cm from the bottom under any lighting
condition. Given that cultures of stage III later metamorphosed into normal, active stage IV post-larvae,
we do not believe that the observed behaviour
reflected poor larval health.
The relative shift in intermediate stages, relative to
stage I and IV, might explain vertical distributions of
larvae in deeper strata in the field (Harding et al.
1987, Boudreau et al. 1991). Typically, only studies
that utilize high volume, integrated sampling (below
the neuston layer) obtain sufficient catches of intermediate larval stages to draw ecological inference
(e.g. Hudon et al. 1986, Harding et al. 2005). Reduced
speed, diffusivity, linearity, and response to light

stimuli might be indicative of a behaviour that places
larvae deeper in the water column. In particular,
reduced linearity of movement, such as that observed
by us in intermediate stages, has been linked to
maintenance of vertical position in several invertebrate species (Hidu & Haskin 1978, Jékely et al. 2008,
Civelek et al. 2013), potentially facilitating the relatively static deep distributions we observed. Collectively, our observations paint a very different picture
of larval behavioural capacity for stage II and III compared to previous reports (Ennis 1986) that infer
strong swimming potential.

Vertical distribution
Differences in vertical position, within the context
of heterogeneous vertical flow, can influence the dispersal potential of a variety of meroplankton species,
and biophysical models frequently incorporate this
biological attribute (Cowen et al. 2000, Metaxas &
Saunders 2009, Treml et al. 2015), particularly for
larval fish (e.g. Fiksen et al. 2007) and decapods
(Queiroga & Blanton 2005, Phelps et al. 2015).
Deeper distributions could help constrain larval dispersal relative to surface layers, through countercurrent flow (Sponaugle et al. 2002), or potentially
extend larval duration through placement in cooler
temperatures (Mackenzie 1988), thus potentially
increasing cumulative mortality. In the past decade,
several studies modelling larval lobster transport
assumed basic behavioural capacity of larval lobster
and static zoeal positions at the surface (Katz et al.
1994) or at the approximate mixed-layer depth (Incze
et al. 2010), but without behaviours beyond fixed vertical position. Static surface distributions (Katz et al.
1994) are likely appropriate for stage IV larvae; however, our study suggests light response could potentially alter distributions beyond the uppermost water
layer. Our observations confirm a relatively fixed
deeper distribution of intermediate larval stages (II
and III), as utilized by Incze et al. (2010), but not the
fixed surface position employed earlier by Katz et al.
(1994). While predicting the vertical positions most
likely occupied by intermediate stages is beyond
the scope of our study, previous experiments by
Boudreau et al. (1991) noted a significant influence of
thermoclines on larval lobster distributions, suggesting that sharp changes in water density might impart
a lower boundary to vertical movement. The assignment of a static position for stage I appears more tenuous, given observations of variable distribution with
light.
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Larval interactions
Larvae do not only change behaviour in response
to environmental cues, but also in response to the
presence of conspecifics (Boudreau et al. 1993). As
we included an equal number of larvae in each replicate of our vertical and horizontal studies, we were
not able to statistically model how interactions
between larvae might affect our estimates of behavioural responses to environmental stimuli under different concentrations of larvae. However, we have
shown in other experiments (Pedersen et al. 2016)
that while vertical distribution and horizontal behaviour do vary with larval concentration, this effect is
weak relative to our estimates of changes in behaviour with environmental cues. Larval concentration
most strongly affects vertical distribution of very
young (0 to 1 d old) stage I larvae and the turning frequency of stage IV larvae, with turning frequency
increasing with larval concentration. As such, larvae
in the field, dispersing at lower concentrations than
our experiments, may show somewhat higher diffusion rates than we estimated, but we do not expect
that this will have substantial effects on long-term
dispersal outcomes relative to the effect of biogeographic, ontogenetic, and environmental factors.

Dispersal
Duration in the water column and the physical
environment transporting the larvae ultimately
determine dispersal of marine larvae. Distributions of
marine meroplankton often vary with depth (reviewed by Cohen & Forward 2009, Lloyd et al. 2012),
resulting from both physical forcing and active
response to environmental stimuli (Sulkin 1984). Vertical swimming that places larvae in specific flow
conditions (e.g. selective tidal stream transport;
Miller & Morgan 2013, Moksnes et al. 2014) or at different positions in the water column as a function of
time of day (Cowen et al. 2006), and/or ontogeny
(Butler et al. 2011), can strongly influence horizontal
transport. Vertical swimming by meroplankton can
therefore influence horizontal transport by exposing
larvae to heterogeneous physical flow environments
(Queiroga & Blanton 2005, Fiksen et al. 2007, Leis
2007, Cowen & Sponaugle 2009) and temperatures,
thus influencing both dispersal and development. For
example, the addition of ontogenetic vertical migrations resulted in significant deviations from passive
predictions for larval Norwegian lobster Nephrops
norvegicus (Phelps et al. 2015) and the Caribbean

spiny lobster Panulirus argus (Butler et al. 2011).
Similarly, population specific behaviours of larval
European green crab C. maenas in response to tidal
environments were attributed to local adaptation and
population specific recruitment dynamics (Moksnes
et al. 2014). Clearly, integrating biological attributes
to physical models will benefit from evaluating both
behavioural capacity and the relevant sources of
variation. Our study provides an important step
towards improved understanding of larval behaviour
and behavioural variability, thus guiding the development of more robust and precise biological dispersal parameters for American lobster, as well as similar meroplanktonic species.

Summary
Observations of larval Homarus americanus swimming revealed that interactions between origin, ontogeny, and environment significantly influenced
swimming behaviour in terms of position, capacity,
and orientation. In particular, we observed significant
and predictable variation in swimming behaviour,
questioning the validity of assigning singular behaviour rules across environmental conditions, ontogenies, and species range. Collectively, our results
quantify important sources of variability in the behaviour of meroplankton with links to the environment. Identifying sources of variability and directly
quantifying behaviour provides the basis for the formulation of behavioural rules to be tested in the field
and employed in biophysical models.
In recent years lobster populations and fisheries in
Atlantic Canada and the United States have generally flourished (Steneck & Wahle 2013), despite relatively high exploitation rates of new recruits approaching ~90% (Zeng & Naylor 1996a). Effective
management and sustainability of this lucrative fishery requires understanding of the factors that facilitate current population levels. Adult lobsters are
capable of short-term (10s of km; den Heyer et al.
2009) and long-term (100s of km; Campbell & Stasko
1985) movement, but pelagic larval dispersal accounts for the majority of spatial connectivity, and
therefore the majority of variation in dispersal and
source−sink dynamics (Incze & Naimie 2000, Kenchington et al. 2009). Indeed, numerous biophysical
models predict source−sink dynamics and suggest
strong dispersal potential in American lobster (e.g.
Katz et al. 1994, Incze et al. 2010). An improved
understanding of larval behavioural capacity, and
associated variability, will enable a more realistic
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temporally varying oceanographic conditions on meroparameterization of biophysical models (Metaxas &
planktonic metapopulations. Deep-Sea Res II 41:107−145
Saunders 2009, Butler et al. 2011, Phelps et al. 2015),
Boudreau
B, Simard Y, Bourget E (1991) Behavioural
potentially increasing accuracy and improving the ➤
responses of the planktonic stages of the American loboverall understanding of larval transport and disperster Homarus americanus to thermal gradients, and ecological implications. Mar Ecol Prog Ser 76:13−23
sal−recruitment dynamics.
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